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Abstract 
Soma, T., Virtual fibers in hyperbolic 3-manifolds, Topology and its Applications 41 (1991) 
179-192. 
We will study P,-injectively immersed surfaces (especially virtual fibers) in closed, hyperbolic 
3-manifolds M from a geometrical point of view. Theorem 0.1 shows that there exists the definite 
integer n3 = n,(g, s, V) such that at least two of n3 r,-injective, genus g pleated maps fk : .S, + M 
are partially s-closely homotopic to each other up to marking, where 0 < s G inj(M) and vol(M) L 
V, and this theorem is followed by three corollaries. Theorem 0.5 shows that, for a given ~GN 
and an s>O, any closed hyperbolic 3-manifold with inj(M)Z s and having sufficiently large 
volume contains no singular virtual fibers of genus g. In section 4, we study virtual fibers also 
from an algorithmical point of view. 
Keywords: Virtual fiber, hyperbolic 3-manifold, pleated map. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57M10, 57NlO. 
Introduction 
An embedded surface F in a closed 3-manifold M is called a fiber if M admits 
a surface bundle structure over S’ with F a fiber. An immersed surface S in a 
3-manifold M is a virtualjber if there exists a finite covering 6f+ M such that S 
can lift to a surface homotopic to a fiber in h?. Then we say that S is realized as a 
fiber in 6. 
In [ll], we studied virtual fibers from an algebraical point of view, and here we 
will study them from a geometrical or an algorithmical point of view. 
Note that, in [ 13, Question 181, Thurston conjectured that every closed, hyperbolic 
3-manifold contains a virtual fiber. 
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In the following Theorem 0.1 and Corollaries 0.2-0.4, we suppose that M is a 
closed, connected, oriented, hyperbolic 3-manifold with injectivity radius inj( M) 2 
s > 0 and volume vol(M) < V, and let S, be a closed, connected, orientable surface 
of genus g> 1. For the definition of partially s-close homotopies, we refer to 
Section 2. 
Theorem 0.1. For any rr, -injective, genus g, oriented, pleated maps fk : S, + M (k = 
1,2,, . . , n,(g, s, V)), there exist homeomorphisms h, : S,-, S, so that at least two of 
the compositions fk 0 hk are partially s-closely homotopic to each other, where n,(g, s, V) 
is the dejinite integer given in Section 2. 
Here we say that a number (or an integer) r(g, s, V) is deJinite if it is the value 
of a function on (g, s, V) which is explicitly represented by a composition of 
elementary or well-known functions. So one can practically obtain a number R with 
R 2 r(g, s, V) for given g, s, V. 
It is well known that there exist only finitely many conjugacy classes of subgroups 
in r,(M) isomorphic to ~,(S,J, for example see Thurston [ 12, Corollary 8.8.61. The 
following corollary to Theorem 0.1 shows that n,(g, s, V) is a definite number greater 
than the number of these conjugacy classes. The proof is immediate from Theorem 
0.1 and from the fact that every n,-injective map f: S,+ M is homotopic to a pleated 
map (see [12, § 8.71). 
Corollary 0.2 (cf. [12, Corollary 8.8.6(a)]). The number of conjugacy classes of 
subgroups in T,(M) isomorphic to ml(&) is less than n,(g, s, V). 
We denote by W” the hyperbolic n-space. A Kleinian group is a discrete subgroup 
of the orientation preserving isometry group Isom+(W3) = PSL,(C). Let C(A) be the 
smallest, closed, convex core of W3/A. In other words, C(A) = H(A)/A, where 
H(A) is the convex hull in O-U’ of the limit set A(A) in the sphere S?, at infinity. 
The size of a Kleinian group A, denoted by size (A), is the diameter of C(A). 
Now assume that A is isomorphic to n,(SJ. If A is a subgroup of a geometrically 
finite, Kleinian group r without parabolic or elliptic elements and of the second 
kind, i.e., the limit set A(r) # S$, then one can obtain a number D(g, d, r) with 
size(A) G D(g, d, r) depending only on g = genus($), d = size(r) and r = inj(W3/r), 
see the proof of Theorem 2 in [lo]. But the argument in [lo] is not applicable to 
the case where r is isomorphic to a closed 3-manifold group. Note that, in this 
case, possibly size(A) = 00. 
Corollary 0.3. Suppose A = f,(rr,(&)) for a r,-injective map f: S,+ M. 7hen either 
size(A) = 00 or 
size(A) < (3d,(g, s) + s +2)n3(g, s, V) = dz(g, s, V), 
where d,(g, s) = 4s(g - l)/sinh”($). 
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The following corollary will be used to prove Theorems 0.6 and 0.7. 
Corollary 0.4. For any genus g, virtual fiber S in M, S is realized as a fiber in some 
covering space 6 of M whose covering degree is not greater than n,(g, s), where n,(g, s) 
is the dejnite integer given in Section 2. 
Note that the number n,(g, s) in Corollary 0.4 is depending only on g and s but 
independent of vol( M). 
A virtual fiber S in M is nonsingular if the immersion f: S + M is homotopic to 
a map g : S + M such that g(S) = F is an orientable, embedded surface in M and 
g : S -$ F is a covering. Otherwise S is called a singular virtualfiber. Any virtual fiber 
in a non-Haken manifold is singular. We refer to [ll] for an example of singular 
virtual fibers in hyperbolic 3-manifolds. The following nonexistence theorem shows 
that any closed, hyperbolic 3-manifold M with inj( M) 3 s > 0 and having sufficiently 
large volume can not contain any singular virtual fiber of genus g. 
Theorem 0.5. Any closed, connected, orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold M with inj( M) 3 
s>O and of volume 
vol(M) 3 2rd,(g, s) sinh*(d,(g, s)+ 1) 
contains no singular virtual fibers of genus g. 
In [4], Gabai raised the following question (cf. Thurston [13, Question IS]). 
Question (Gabai). How can one decide if an immersed surface in M is a virtual fiber? 
We will consider this question under suitable conditions by using the normal 
surface theory (see Haken [5] and Jaco and Oertel [6]). 
In the following two theorems, we suppose that M is a closed, connected, 
orientable, hyperbolic 3-manifold given as a simplicial complex. 
Theorem 0.6. If a positive number s with s G inj( M) is known, then there exists an 
algorithm to obtain all virtualjbers in M of given genus up to homotopy. 
Theorem 0.7. If a positive number s with s s inj( M) is known, then for every surface 
S in M given by a simplicial immersion f: S + M, there exists an algorithm to decide 
if S is a virtual fiber. 
According to Meyerhoff [7, Q 4, Theorem], if 2 inj( M) = 1~ &[log(J”i+ 1)]‘/47~, 
then M contains a Margulis tube whose radius r satisfies 
sinh’r=i(F-1) where k=cosh( $$)-I. 
So Theorems 0.6 and 0.7 still hold if a number >diam(M) is known instead of a 
positive number sinj( M). 
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1. Elementary lemmas 
Let (r, 8, q) be the spherical coordinate for the hyperbolic 3-space W3 with center 
x E W3, so that r is the distance from x, and 0, cp with -&r G 8 c &, -n < cp d r are 
the latitude and the longitude respectively. Since the hyperbolic metric is 
ds2 = dr2 + sinh’ r de2 + cos’ 8 sinh’ r dq2, 
the volume form is 
d V = sinh’ r cos 8 dr de dq, 
for example see Theorems 7.2.2(ii) and 7.11.2(ii) in Beardon [I]. Thus the volume 
of a ball in W3 of radius r is 
Let M be a closed, orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold and S a closed, orientable 
hyperbolic surface of genus g. The injectiuity radius inj(M) for M is the maximum 
number such that, for any x E M and all r with 0 < r < inj( M), the r-neighborhood 
of x in M is an embedded ball. The injectiuity radius inj( S) for S is defined similarly. 
In this section, we always assume that inj( M), inj( S) 2 s > 0 and vol( M) s V. 
We denote by 9(r) a maximal set of (immersed) balls Bi of radius r in M with 
mutually disjoint interiors. For a > 0, let 93(r; a) be the set of balls in M of radius 
ar which are concentric with balls in 93(r). By the maximality of .93(r), the union 
of elements in L%(r; 2) covers M. 
For a finite set X, we denote by #(X) the number of elements of X. For a u E R, 
let [u] denote the greatest integer with [u] s u. 
Lemma 1.1. If 0 < r G s, then 
#(93(r)) = #(93(r; a)) s * . [ 1 
Proof. Since, for Bi, Bj E 93(r) (i #j), int B, n int Ej = 0 and since each int Bi is an 
embedded open ball in M, we have 
#(%3(r))VB(r)=~~01(&)=vo1 uBi ~vol(M)s K 
i (i > 
Therefore #(B(r))< V/W(r). 0 
By [l, Theorem 7.2.2(i)], the area of a disk of radius r in W2 is AD(r) = 47~ sinh2(ir). 
Lemma 1.2. For a surface S as above, we have 
diam( S) < 
4s(g--1) 
sinh’($s) 
= d,(g, s). 
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Proof. Let x, y E S be two points with dist(x, y) = diam(S). Let S(s) be a maximal 
set of disks in S of radius s with mutually disjoint interiors and such that x is the 
center of some disk in 9(s). Since Area(S) = 4r(g - l), as in Lemma 1.1 we have 
Area(S) 
#(B(s)) =#(9(s; 2))<-= 
g-1 
AD(s) sinh’($s) ’ 
where 9(s; 2) is the set of disks in S of radius 2s which are concentric with disks 
in 9(s). Since S can be covered by the union of disks in 9(s; 2), there exists a 
piecewise geodesic arc y = y, v * * * u yn connecting x with y and such that each yi 
is a geodesic arc contained in some Di E 9( s; 2), and each D, contains fully at most 
one of yk. Hence in paITiCUhr, n G #(i?iJ(s; 2)). Since x iS the center Of SOme element 
D, in 9(s; 2), we may assume that x E dy, c y1 c D, and hence length( y,) < 2s. Since 
diam( Dj) = 4s for each Dj E 9(s; 2), we have 
diam(S)<2s+4s(#(9(s;2))-1)<4s#(D(s;2))< 4s(g--1) q 
sinh*($s) ’ 
We set S = W*/T, where r c PSL,(R), and let p : W* --* S be the universal covering. 
The orientation on S is induced from the (fixed) orientation on I-U*. Let D be the 
oriented Dirichlet domain for S with center XEW*, that is, D = 
{YEW*: d(x,y)C d(x, yy) for all YE r} and it has the orientation compatible with 
that on W’. This domain is a convex polygon with geodesic sides. The image 
G =p(dD) is a l-graph in S such that S - G is contractible. We call G a Dirichlet 
graph in S. We denote by E(G), V(G) the sets of edges and vertices of G respectively. 
Lemma 1.3. #(E(G)) d 3(2g - 1). 
Proof. Since each vertex t, E V(G) contributes at least 2 to #(E(G)), #(E(G)) 3 
g#( V(G)). Since 2(1--g)=~(S)=#(V(G))-#(E(G))+1~-9q~(G))+l, 
#(E(G))s3(2g-1). Cl 
If necessary, by dividing some edges of E(G) into small edges, we may assume 
that G (respectively D) has just 3(2g- 1) (respectively 6(2g - 1)) edges. Then the 
angle made by two adjacent edges in D may be n. 
Let A be an (abstract) oriented 6(2g - I)-gon. The total number of the ways of 
dividing E(dA) into 3(2g - 1) families each of which consists of two edges is 
nl(g)=(6(2g-l)-1)(6(2g-l)-3)..*7.5.3. 
Therefore we have the following. 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose SO is a fixed, closed, oriented surface of genus g. Then S,, has at 
most n,(g) l-graphs Hk such that, for every closed, oriented surfaces S of genus g with 
Dirichlet graph G, there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism h :(S,, , Z&) --, 
(S, 6) with h( V(Z&)) = V(G) for some f&. 
This homeomorphism h is called an (orientation preserving) marking for (S, G). 
2. Proofs of Theorem 0.1 and coroilaries 
Throughout this section, N is a closed, orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold with 
vol(N) 6 V and inj( M) 3 s > 0. A closed subset A of a closed, orientable hyperbolic 
surface S is a i~minution if it consists of mutuahy disjoint, simple geodesics (called 
leaces of A ). 
A locally pathwise isometric map f: S-, M is pleared if there exists a lamination 
h in S such that (i) for each leaf I of h, f(t) is a geodesic in M, (ii) for each 
component di of S-h, f (Ai) is totally geodesic in M, and (iii) for any neighborhood 
U of each point in h, f( U) is not totally geodesic. We say that the image f(S) is a 
pleated surface in M and h is a bending locus for f(S), 
Definition. For a t >O, two rrr-injective maps gj: S+ h4 are partially t-closely 
homotopic to each other if there exists a homotopy F: S x I + M such that (i) 
F 1 S x (0) = g, , F 1 S x {l) = g,, and (ii) for some point x E S, F((x) x I) is a rectifiable 
arc of length s t. 
The proof of Theorem 0.1 is inspired from that of Theorem 9.2.2 in [12]. 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let gj : S, + M (j = 1,2) be w,-injective, genus g, oriented 
pleated maps. 
(A.1) We first suppose that there exists a l-graph Hn: in S, as in Lemma 1.4 such 
that, for i = 1,2, there exist markings hj : (So, Hk) -+ (Si, Gj), where Gj are Dirichlet 
graphs for Sj. 
Now we consider necessary conditions for two maps g, * h, , g, * h2 to be partially 
s-closely homotopic to each other. 
Let %($s) be a set of balls in M of radius fs defined as in Section 1. The union 
of elements of %‘(ras; 2) covers M. If necessary slightly moving Gj in $7 we may 
assume that, for each UE V(Gj), gj(v) is contained in the interior of some ball in 
B($; 2). Let p : iHI3 + M be the universal covering and let &(&> be the set of balls 
B in HI3 such that p(B) belongs to W($s; 2). The set .&($s; 2) is defined from %‘(&; 2) 
similarly. Let ZjEEW* be the center of the Dirichlet domain Dj for Sj and let xi be 
its image in Sj. 
(A.2) We next suppose that g,(q) and g2(-Y,) are contained in the same ball 
i3 E B(&; 2). 
We note that by Lemma 1.1 
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Let gj : i-U* + i-U3 be lifts of gj : S, + M such that g’,(Z,) and &(%) are contained in the 
same ball &,E 8(:; 2). We denote by B(x, r) the ball in W3 with center x and of 
radius r > 0. By Lemma 1.2, both gj( 0,) are contained in B(y,, d,(g, s) +fs), where 
yOis thecenterof I&,. Weset a,(as;2)={g~E(fs;2): ~nB(y,,d,(g,s)+$)#O}. 
Each B E &I(&) concentric with a ball in &.&s; 2) is contained in B(y,, dl(g, s) +is + 
is). Therefore we have 
#( .@I*(& 2)) < 
VB(d,(g, s)+&) 
VB(:s) 1 = n*k, s). (2) 
Let h; : A + 9, be the maps covering the markings h, : (S,, Hk)+ (S,, Gj), that is, one 
can set p 0 hj = hj 0 wj for a certain quotient map Wj : A + S, such that w,,‘( Hk) = dA 
and w,lintA:intA + S,- Hk is a homeomorphism. 
(A.3) We last suppose that, for each u E V(dA), g,o i,(v) and g20 h;(u) are 
contained in the interior of the same ball i E .&‘.+(fs; 2). 
By (A.3), there exists the geodesic arc (Y(U) in int 5 of length <s connecting 
g, 0 i,(v) with & 0 h;(u). Let P: A x I + W3 be a homotopy such that FI A x (0) = 
!_?, o 6 9 P]Ax{l}=~,oh; and, for each UE V(aA), ~({v}xZ)=a(v). For two 
ur, u2 E V(aA) identified in S,, p((~( u,) u c~( u2)) is a loop of length ~2s in M and 
hence p(a( u,)) = p( (Y( uJ). Therefore, for any two edges e, , e, E E(dA) identified in 
S,,p~~‘(d(e,xZ)=p~~la(e,xl). Modifying~byahomotopyfixingAx{O,l}u 
V(dA) x I, we may assume that p 0 Fl e, x I = p 0 k) e, x I. Therefore the partially 
s-close homotopy F between g, 0 h, and g, 0 h2 is defined from p 0 l? 
Now we set 
n3k 5 VI = (n,(g)+ 1) n,(g, sy(+‘) 
V 
‘l+%(g) ~ 
[ 1 VB(fs) n,(g, sy-‘). 
Since A has 6(2g- 1) vertices, by Lemma 1.4, (1) and (2), at least two of {fk 0 hk} 
(k = 1,2,. . . , n,(g, s, V)) satisfy the three assumptions corresponding to (A.l), (A.2), 
(A.3) for g, 0 h, and g, 0 h,. Hence they are partially s-closely homotopic to each 
other. This completes the proof. 0 
For two pleated maps f; : S, + M, we say that fi is obtained from fi by Q-exchange 
if both Sj contain quadrilaterals A:‘), . . . , Al”’ each of which consists of two ideal 
triangles whose images by 4 are totally geodesic in M and such that (i) f,(S, - 
IJ, int Aik’) =fJ S2 -U, int Aik’) and (“) II each fl(Aik’) uf2(Akk’) forms an ideal 
tetrahedron, see [12, p. 9.471 and Fig. 1. 
For the definition of the limit set A(r) c SL of a Kleinian group I’, we refer to 
[12, Chapter 81. 
Proof of Corollary 0.3. Contrary we assume that dz(g, s, V) s size(A) = 
diam( C(A)) < m and will show that this assumption gives a contradiction. Let a,, 
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Fig. I 
a_ be points in C(A) such that the length of the shortest arc (Y connecting a, with 
a_ is d,(g, s, V). We divide (Y equally into n = n,(g, s, V) subarcs by the points 
x2,*.., x,, in int (Y and set x, = a,, x,+, = a-. Since d,(g, s, V)/n =3d,(g, s)+s+2, 
for any two integers i, j with 1 S i, j < n (<n + l), 
3d,(g,s)+s+2~dist(xi,xj)~(n-1)(3d,(g,s)+s+2). 
First we show that 
(3) 
for each xj, there exists a genus g, pleated map A: Sj + C(A) such 
that dist(x,, A(S)) < 1 in C(A). (4) 
We set dC(A) = S, u S-. By the argument quite similar to Thurston [ 12, Theorem 
9.5.131, we can construct a homotopy F: S,X Z + C(A) between S, and S_ such 
that, for each t E Z, either F(S,, x {t}) is a pleated surface or there exist t,, t2e Z with 
r, < t < t2 such that both Sji’ = F( S, x { ti}) are pleated surfaces and Sj2’ is obtained 
from Sj” by Q-exchange. We may assume xj E F(S, x { 1)). If F(S,, x {t}) is a pleated 
surface, then (4) is obvious. If xj is contained in a tetrahedron T between Sj” and 
Sj*), then a lift zj of xj in Oil3 is contained in some lift ? of T. Since vol( ?) s u3 = 
1.0149... see [12, Chapter 61 and since VOI(B(<~, 1)) = VB(1) = 5.1109.. . , 
int B(zj, 1) na? # 0. Therefore the interior of the l-neighborhood of Xj in C(A) 
meets S!“u St”. Thus (4) is proved. I J 
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We orient all S, so that, for ail J k, 
CJi)*[sjl = (h)*[skl (5) 
in H,(fiA, Z), where h?t,_, = W3/A 2 C(A). Let q : fiA + M be the natural covering. 
By Theorem 0.1, for at least two of J (i = 1,2, . . . , n), say f, and fi, q of, 0 h, and 
q ofi 0 h, are partially s-closely homotopic to each other, where hj: S,,+ Sj are 
(orientation preserving) markings for S,. We set Zj =4(S) (j = 1,2) and 2; =f;(S,), 
where fi : S, + fiA is the lift of q of, : S, + M such that f{ 0 h, is partially s-closely 
homotopic to fz 0 hz. By Lemma 1.2 and (4), for any w E 1;) 
dist(x,, w)<2d,(g, s)+s+l. 
By Lemma 1.2 and (3), we have 
(6) 
1,nZ{=0. (7) 
For a y E S,, we suppose that x = q(f,(y)) is the base point of M and set x’=f,(y), 
x”=f:(y). For the shortest arc/3 in C(A) connecting 2 with Z’, q(p) is a loop in 
M representing the element y in v,(M, x). 
By the way, we show that length(P) < d,(g, s, V). This inequality will be used in 
the proof of Corollary 0.4. 
By (4), 1, contains a point z with dist(z, x,) < 1. By Lemma 1.2, (2) and (6), we 
have 
length(P) G dist(f, z) +dist(z, x,)+dist(x,, x,)+dist(x,, 2’) 
<d,(g,s)+l+(n-1)(3d,(g,s)+s+2)+2d,(g,s)+s+l 
= n(3d,(g, s)+s+2) 
= &(g, s, V). 
We return to the proof of Corollary 0.3. Since A = (J,),(T~(S,, y)) is a normal 
subgroup of the subgroup H in rr,( M, x) generated by A and 3: H/A is the cyclic 
group generated by the coset yA. So the natural projection r : fiA --* GH = W3/H is 
a cyclic covering. The covering transformation r on A?fA defined by y is a generator 
for the (cyclic) covering transformation group and satisfies 7(X,) = 2;. We equip 
E,, I2 and ~(2,) with the orientations induced from S,, by f, 0 hi, f2 0 h2 and f: 0 h, 
respectively. Since f; 0 h, = r of, 0 h,, ~.+.[2,] = [7(X:,)] in H,(fi,; Z), where 
r* : H2( 6fA; Z) + H2( GA; 2’). Since f: 0 h, is homotopic to fZ 0 h,, [ T(E,)] = [&]. By 
(5), [I,] = [-X2], so that we have 
7*[-%1= [ZII. (8) 
By (7), 7(-Z,) n ~‘(1,) = 0, and by (8), 7(X,) separates 1, and T’(Z,). Therefore 
1, n T’(.Z~) = 0, and similarly 2, n ~"(1~) = 0 for all n E Z - (0). Let &, be an area 
minimizing surface in fiA among the surfaces homotopic to 1,. By Freedman, Hass 
and Scott [2, Theorem 5.11, & is an embedded surface. For some m, n E Z with 
m <n, &, is contained in a bounded component of fiA- Tm(Il)u T”(E,). If&n 
T(&) Z 0, then by [2, Theorem 6.21, 2, = T(&) and hence & = ~~(1,) for all k E Z. 
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This contradicts that both T~+~(-X,) and rntk (.X1) tend toward an end of fi as 
k + CO. Thus we have I0 n T(&) = 0 and hence r 11,: &-, il?fH is an embedding. 
Since fiH - r(&) is diffeomorphic to I’, x (0, l), I\;r, is a surface bundle over S’ 
with r(&) a fiber, hence in particular, 6” is a closed 3-manifold. Since A is a 
normal subgroup of If, by [ 12, Corollary 8.131, A (A) = A(H) = SL. On the other 
hand, since size(A) <co, A(A) must be a Jordan curve in SL. This contradiction 
completes the proof. Cl 
Let (r, x, 0) be the cylindrical coordinate for HI3 about a geodesic line L, so that 
r is the distance from L and x is the height at the projection to L. Since the hyperbolic 
metric is 
ds* = dr* + cash’ r dx2+ sinh2 r de*, 
the volume form is 
d V = cash r sinh r dr dx de. 
Thus the volume of the (embedded) h-neighborhood in a hyperbolic 3-manifold of 
a closed, geodesic of length a is 
VT(a, h) = na sinh’ h. 
Proof of Corollary 0.4. We set vol(M) = V. Let S be a virtual fiber in M of genus 
g and let p: A?,,+ M be a finite covering realizing S as a fiber. One can regard 
A = T,(S) as a normal subgroup of rr,(G,,). Let q: fiA+ A& be the regular covering 
associated to A. For a pleated surface 3 in GA with r,(j) = rr,(GA), we set 
_I?:. = r”(z) (n E Z), where r is the covering transformation on fiA associated to an 
element y in rr,( iI&) -A. The sequence {&} of pleated surfaces tends toward one 
end of fiA as n + CO and toward the other end as n + -00, that is, fiA is geometrically 
injinite fume, see [12, Definition 8.11.21. According to the proof of [12, Theorem 
9.5.131, there exists a proper homotopy F: S,x (-co, co) + fiA such that (i) 
image(F) = fiA and (ii) for each t E (-co, co), either F(S, x {t}) is a pleated surface 
or there exist t,, t2 with t, < t < t2 such that both Sii’ = F(S, x {ti}) are pleated 
surfaces and Sj2’ is obtained from Sj” by Q-exchange. Since diam( fiA) = 00, fi* 
contains two points a,, a- with dist(a+, a-) = dz(g, s, V). Therefore, by the argument 
as in Corollary 0.3, one can construct a covering GH + M realizing S as a fiber 
such that fiH contains a loop r(P) with [r(P)].[S] = 1 and with length(r@)) = 
length(P) < d,(g, s, V), where s is a lift of S homotopic to a fiber in GH and 
r: fiA + GH is the natural covering. Let I be the closed geodesic in fiH homotopic 
to r(P). As in (4), by using the composition r 0 F: S, x (-co, 00) + GH, for each 
XE fiH, one can have a pleated surface E homotopic to s’ in I’?~ and containing 
a point y such that dist(x, y) < 1. By Lemma 1.2, y is connected with a point in 
1 n 2 by an arc n in 1 of length <d,(g, s) and hence dist(x, 1) < d,(g, s)+ 1. Since 
length(l) s d2(g, s, V), 
vol(fiH) < VT(length(l), dl(g, s)+ 1) s n&k, s, V)dk, s), 
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where d3(g, s) =sinh’(d,(g, s)+ 1). The degree of the covering fiH + M is 
vol(1\;1,)/ V, so it is not greater than 
~‘%k, s) = 
x(3&k, s)+s+2)d,(g, s)(n,(g)+l)&, s)6(2g-‘) 
VB($s) I. 
This completes the proof. q 
3. Proof of Theorem 0.5 
Let R be a closed, connected, orientable surface of genus h and with inj( R) 2 s > 0. 
By Lemma 1.2, diam( R) < d,( h, s) and so that R has a Dirichlet domain D with 
diam( D) < 2d,( h, s). Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. The homology group H,(R; Z) is generated by elements represented by 
finitely many loops Ii of length <2d,(g, s). 
Proof of Theorem 0.5. Let F be a singular virtual fiber in M of genus g given by 
an immersion f: F+ M, where M is a closed, connected, orientable, hyperbolic 
3-manifold with inj( M) 3 s > 0. Let p: A? --* M be an n-fold covering such that f 
lifts to a map f: F+ A? homotopic to an embedding onto a fiber in &?. We may 
assume that f is an area minimizing immersion. By [2, Theorem 5.11, f is an 
embedding, in particular i(F) = P is a fiber in I% Since F is a singular virtual fiber, 
as in the proof of [ 11, Theorem 1 (ii)], there exists a lift i : R, -+ II? off 0 q : R, + M 
such that 4’ is not homotopic to any map whose image in &? is dispoint with F, 
where q: R_? + F is a covering associated to 7r,(F) n B in 7r,( F) and B = 
y-‘p,(~,(M))y for some YET,(M). Since [~,(F),rr,(F)nB]~[~,(M),B]=n, 
the degree of q is less than or equal to n. Let h denote the genus of R,. Since 
-x( RY) s -nx( F) or equivalently h =S n(g - 1) + 1, 
d,(h,s)cd,(n(g-l)+l,s)=nd,(g,s). 
Let 1 be a pleated surface in k homotopic to i( R,). Since 1 is not homotopically 
disjoint with F, by the argument as in [ll, Lemma l] t; contains a loop 1 with 
[I] * [F] # 0 in fi. By Lemma 3.1, we have a loop 1, in 1 of length <2d,(h, s) c 
2nd,(g, s) and satisfying [l,] . [P] # 0 in fi. As in the proof of Corollary 0.4, 
volt VT(length(l,), d,(g, s)+l)<2nnd,(g,s)sinh’(d,(g, s)+l) 
and hence 
vol( M) = 
vol( 6) 
-<22rrd,(g, s) sinh’(d,(g, s)+ 1). 
n 
This completes the proof. 0 
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4. Proofs of Theorems 0.6 and 0.7 
Throughout this section, we suppose that M is a closed, connected, orientable 
hyperbolic 3-manifold given as a simplicial complex K and that a positive number 
s with s<inj(M) is known. 
Proof of Theorem 0.6. According to [9, Chapter VIII, § 581, one can construct all 
coverings pj : Mj --* A4 whose folding number is not greater than n,(g, s) and can 
have a simplicial triangulation ZZj on fij induced from K by pj. By Jaco and Oertel 
[6], one can get all incompressible surfaces F of genus g in fij up to isotopy. In 
fact, they are constructed from the fundamental incompressible surfaces for ij, see 
the proof of [6, Corollary 2.31 for details. We set Gj = fij -int N(F) and let F’ be 
_ 
a component of afij. Then F is a fiber in Mj if and only if the homomorphism 
i,: T,(F+)+ ~,(fi,) induced by the inclusion is surjective. Here we may assume 
that the base point x of fij is in F+. Since the simplicial structure ij 1 fij is known, 
one can have generators yi for rr(fij, x) represented by simplicial loops Ii in fij 
with li 3 x. By Waldhausen [14], we have the algorithm to decide if each li is 
homotopic fixing x into F+. By this algorithm, one can decide if i, is surjective or 
equivalently if F is a fiber in &. So one can obtain all fibers Fj;” of genus g in kj 
up to isotopy. By Corollary 0.4, any virtual fiber S in M is homotopic to at least 
one of the images p,(FV’). This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 4.1. Let F be a fiber of genus g in an oriented surface bundle E over S’, and 
let S be a closed, oriented, genus g surface in E given by an immersion f : S + E meeting 
F transversely. Suppose 1 is a loop in E with algebraic intersection number [1] - [F] # 0. 
Then S is homotopic to F in E tf and only tf the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) [l]*[S]fO in E. 
(ii) For each ai of 2g elements generating H,(S; Z), a; [F] = 0 in E. 
Proof. The “only if” part is obvious. So we prove the “if” part. We set P = 
E -int N(F). By condition (ii), for each element y of H,( S; k), ye [ F] = 0 in E. 
Hence we may assume that S is contained in P, see the proof of [ 11, Lemma 11. 
Let F+ be a component of aP and let r: P + F+ be a deformation retract rel. F+. 
Since [I] * [S] # 0, r 0 f: S --, F+ is a nonzero degree map. Since genus(S) = 
genus(F+) = g, r 0 f and (hence) f are r,-injective or equivalently homotopy 
equivalent. Otherwise, there would exist a nonzero degree map r 0 f ‘: S’+ F+, where 
S’ is a component of the surface obtained by surgery on S along a simple, essential 
loop, see Gabai [3]. Then genus(F+) c genus(S’) <genus(S) = genus( F,), a contra- 
diction. Therefore f: S + P is homotopic to an embedding fO: S + P with fO( S) = F+ . 
This implies that S is homotopic to F+ and hence to F in E. 0 
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Lemma 4.2. With the notation as in Lemma 4.1, tf E is given as a simplicial complex 
and if F, S are given respectively as simplicially embedded and immersed surfaces in 
M, then there exists an algorithm to decide ifs is homotopic to F in E. 
Proof. Since E, F, S are given simplicially, one can have a simplicial loop 1 in E 
with [1] * [F] # 0 and simplicial loops mi (1 s is 2g) in S representing generators 
(Y~ for H,( S; Z). Then the algebraic intersection numbers [I] . [S] and [ mi] - [F] are 
obtained practically. By Lemma 4.1, it can be decided algorithmically if S is 
homotopic to F in E. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 0.7. Let S be a closed, oriented surface of genus g and let a 
simplicial immersion f: S-, M be given. Choose the base points x of M and y of 
S so that f(y) = x. Since M is given as a simplicial complex, the finite representation 
of r,(M) is obtained and furthermore we have simplicial loops 1, (1 s t s n) in M 
with 1,3x representing generators y, in this finite representation, see Neuwirth [8, 
Chapter 31. Similarly we have simplicial loops mi in S with mi 3 y representing 
generators 77i for n,(S, y). One can homotope the restriction f 1 mi without moving 
y to a simplicial map h : mi + M such that h( mi) is a composition s, * s2- * * s, of 
loops such that each s, is either 1, or l;l for some t. Since the finite representation 
of n,(M) is known, one can have all transitive representations 4j : n-,(M) + G, for 
all m EN with m s n,(g, s), where G, is the symmetric group on (1,. . . , m}. For 
each &,, the m-fold covering pi: A?, + M corresponding to &j is obtained, see [9, 
Chapter VIII]. Then one can decide if f: S+ M have a lift 1: S+ fij. In fact, 
f: S + M can be lifted to fij if and only if all 4j( f*( 77,)) fix a number in { 1, . . . , m}. 
When f: S-, M can be lifted to IGj, one can have lifts $ by lifting all 2-simplices 
in S to h?, one by one. By Theorem 0.6, S is a virtual fiber in M if and only if, for 
some j and some lift fi, 2, =x(S) is homotopic to a genus g fiber in fij. As in the 
proof of Theorem 0.6 we can have all fibers Fy” of genus g in JGlj, each of which 
is given as a simplicial subcomplex. By Lemma 4.2, one can decide if ~j is homotopic 
to F(kj) in fij. This completes the proof. 0 
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